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A preview of things to come?  Maybe.   For now, enjoy these 15 licks to add more 

diversity to your lead play.  From the blazing Bluegrass licks of Tyler Grant, to the 

scorching hot Country licks of David Wallimann, these tracks are sure to expand your 

portfolio of lead lines and phrases.
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Bluegrass Licks

Slidin' Around
Here's a bluesy sliding lick that is great for G Major jams. It uses a lot of flatted 7ths and flatted 3rds 
in conjunction with the open G string. This gives the lick a distinct Bluegrass feel without sounding 
boring.

Descending Blues
Another great G Major lick that starts on the 3rd interval. This lick focuses on the Major scale notes 
and uses the bluesy notes to accent them. Pay attention to the fingering used for the stretches 
which is crucial for fast position shifts.
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Drop String Fun
Pedal tone licks aren't just for Neoclassical shredders! Here's one that sounds right at home in any 
Bluegrass jam session. Don't worry, it sounds much harder than it actually is. So practice this lick to 
hone your single note accuracy.... and blow some minds at your next jam session!
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Blues Licks

Dorian With Attitude
Throwing in that natural 6th (you know, that note you play with your third finger on the B string 
when playing in your good old pentatonic shape)  can either be kinda tender sounding, or 
downright mean!  In this case, played with energy, this lick really gets in the listener's face.  Put that 
note out there front and center by really whacking it with the pick. 
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Riff ‘N’ Scratch 
Nobody before or after Stevie played this style of groove with so much attitude and feel.  It’s tricky 
to truly dig in while not getting too sloppy.  Keep it tight, but loose… Shove it in everyone’s face, but
retain sophistication at the same time.  Be careful. This is a ‘gateway’ lick.  Once you learn this one, 
you’ll want to dive head first into this style of shufflin’!
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Ohh The Tension
This lick represents all that is so wonderful about bending.  You can string the listener along for a 
long time with playing like this.  Just make sure you eventually get to the note, or you’ll have things 
thrown at you.  Milk it for all it is worth and have fun!
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Country Licks

Step Into Bends
Memorize this idea slowly and make sure your notes are in tune. Because this is played on a higher 
area of the fretboard, your finger placement needs to be very precise. Be sure to wrap your thumb 
around the fretboard for the right grip.

Penta-Mixo Blend
This lick combines the minor pentatonic scale with the mixolydian mode. Notice how the minor 
third adds a raw character to your phrasing. This one can be tricky at higher tempos so start out slow
and work your way up.
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Play Outside
Memorize this lick a few notes at a time before putting it all together. Notice the outside section 
which adds a nice jazz fusion touch to the idea. This adds quickly resolved tension which connects 
the listener even more to your solos.
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Rock Licks

EZ Hybrid Starter
Have you been avoiding hybrid picking? As a rock player, this technique is a great way to stand out 
from the crowd. Make sure your rhythm placement is impeccable before putting this idea into 
practice. Using a combination of your pick and your finger will give you a nice natural sound.

I See DC
Spanning 3 scale positions, this lick in A Minor is a fun spin on a classic sound. Once again, proper 
rhythm placement really brings this simple musical idea to life. Study the rhythm before applying 
the notes. 
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Descending Dorian Legato 
This 3 note per string legato lick gives you a flurry of notes to wow the listener. Make sure every note
is loud and clean before speeding this up. 
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Fingerstyle Licks

The 3-2-0 Lick
A flexible open position lick that can be used with virtually any style. The base concept of pulling off 
the 3rd fret and 2nd fret to open works with any chord—simply adjust where you start and stop. 
Watch the video for a complete explanation of how to adapt this lick.
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E Chord Banjo Lick Extension
Here's a banjo roll lick that will give your picking hand a workout. It's a sophisticated sound on the 
fretboard too so expect to be challenged. But when you finally do nail it, you're gonna drop some 
jaws!
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A Big Fancy Bluegrass Ending
Here's a beautiful way to end Bluegrass songs in C Major. It starts out with a partial barre chord 
shape and then descends into notey bliss with all kinds of open strings mixed in. Watch out for the 
finger roll on the way down too.
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JamPlay.com is a community 
where guitar players come 
together to learn how to get 
better at our beloved instrument. 
With hundreds of in-depth video 
courses all online, you can pop on
and progress your playing when 
it's convenient for you.  And 
because we bring in the best 
guitar teachers on the planet, 
you'll always know that you're 
learning the right stuff.  Courses 
are regularly updated, with new 
lessons added daily. That's right, 
we are the most active publisher 
of structured video guitar lessons 
on the planet.

Over 5,000 Lessons in HD

Over 80 Pro Instructors

All genres and styles

Live Lessons Daily

JamTracks, Tools and More

Thursday, December 15th

10 Year JamPlay Anniversary Celebration

Sunday, December 18th

JamPlay Holiday Sale Released

Also To Be Released
2017 Guitar Buyers Guide

Monday, December 26th

2016 Live Guitar Giveaway Event

Visit JamPlay to learn more, and we will see you soon!

Our Holiday Sale is right around the corner, and the gifts will keep on
coming!  We are scrambling to put together our beloved 10 Year
Anniversary video and information for you to enjoy... coming on

Tuesday!  Stay tuned for more.
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